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ABSTRACT
In this dissertation we investigate four classes of 
separable metric infinite-dimensional manifolds. We list 
them below.
1. Fr^chet manifolds (or F-manifolds); These are separable
2metric manifolds modeled on real Hilbert space JL .
2. Hilbert cube manifolds (or Q-manifolds); These are
00separable metric manifolds modeled on the Hilbert cube I .
3. q-manifolds: These are separable metric manifolds modeled 
on a , the linear span of the usual orthonormal basis
in A2 •
4. S-manifolds: These are separable metric manifolds 
modeled on E , the linear span of the usual Hilbert cube 
in j&2 .
A number of characterization, representation, and 
homeomorphism theorems are obtained concerning these 
manifolds and their relationships with each other. A state­
ment of the results obtained is given in Chapter II.
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
Let s denote the countable infinite product of 
open intervals and regard the Hilbert cube I°° as the product 
of the closures of those intervals. A Fr^chet manifold (or 
F-manifold) is a separable metric space having an open cover 
by sets each homeomorphic to an open subset of s. A Hilbert 
cube manifold (or Q-manifold) is a separable metric space 
having an open cover by sets each homeomorphic to an open 
subset of I00.
Let X be a separable metric space. A closed subset 
K of X is said to have Property Z _in X (more briefly we say 
that K is a Z-set in X) provided that for any non-null homo- 
topically trivial open subset U of X, U\K is non-null and 
homotopically trivial. Following Anderson [7] we say that a 
subset M of X has the (finite-dimensional) compact 
absorption property, or (f-d cap, in X if (1) M = 
where each is a (finite-dimensional) compact Z-set in
X such that ly*nc-Mr)+1, and (2) for each- e > each integer 
m> 0 and each (finite-dimensional) compact subset K of X , 
there is an integer n > 0  and an embedding h:K-»Mn such that 
h|Kn ^  = id and d(h,id) <e. We use the convention that 
(f-d) cap represents two alternatives in an obvious way, one 
being cap and the other being f-d cap. In this sense we say
1
that M is an (f-d) cap-set for X provided that M has
the cap (or f-d cap) in X.
In [7] R. D. Anderson has established the following
theorem: Let X be I°° or s and let M, N be subsets of
X, both having the (f-d) cap in X. Then there is a 
homeomorphism of X onto itself taking M onto N. We 
remark that Bessaga and Pelczynski [13] and Torunczyk [18] 
have also established this result by use of a device 
resembling the (f-d) cap.
The question of the equivalence of sets which have 
the (f-d) cap in an F-manifold was raised at a conference on 
infinite-dimensional topology held at Cornell University, 
January 5-7, 1969* and it appears as Problem 29 in the report 
of that meeting, Problems in the topology of infinite­
dimensional manifolds. In Chapter 6 we give an affirmative 
answer to this question.
We will regard the Hilbert cube as a canonical
compactification of s in which I°° =
00 _ 
s = * where for each i >0 we have 1  ^= [-1,1] and
I? = (-1,1). The definition of the (f-d) cap characterizes
00two different types of subsets of I . Let a denote the 
set of all points in s having at most finitely many non­
zero coordinates and let £ denote the set of all points in 
s having at most finitely many coordinates not inf^ -g, -i].
It is shown in [7] that £ has the cap in I°° and a has
We will be concerned with manifolds modeled on £ 
and a . A E-manifold (or g-manifold) is a separable metric 
space having an open cover by sets each homeomorphic to an 
open subset of £ (or a). In this dissertation we obtain a 
number of homeomorphism, characterization, and embedding 
theorems concerning F, Q, £, and g-manifolds. We summarize 
these results in the next chapter.
CHAPTER II 
A SUMMARY OP RESULTS
In this chapter we list some principal results on F 
and Q-manifolds along with the principal results of this 
dissertation. The references refer to results of this 
dissertation unless other authorship is indicated.
I. Characterization of manifolds toy homotopy type.
Theorem 2.1 (Henderson [15]). If X and Y are F-manifolds
of the same homotopy type, then they are homeomorphic.
Theorem 2.2 (Corollary 10.2). JCf X and Y are tooth
g-manifolds or tooth S-manifolds and are of the same homotopy 
type, then they are homeomorphic.
Conjecture 2.1. JEf X and Y are compact Q-manifolds of 
the same homotopy type, then they are homeomorphic.
II. Open embedding theorems.
Theorem 2.3 (Henderson [15]). JEf X _is an F-manifold, then 
there is an open embedding h:X->s.
Theorem 2.4 (Theorem 10.3). .If X is a a (or E)-manifold, 
then X can toe embedded as an open subset of a (or £).
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III. Product Theorems.
Theorem 2.5 (West [19]). _If K is any countable locally- 
finite slmplicial complex, then |K| X s is an F-manifold 
and | K| X I°° _is a Q-manifold.
Theorem 2.6 (Corollary 8.4). _If K is any countable 
locally-finite simplicial complex, then .|k| X a _is a 
g-manifold and |k| x Z i_s a E-manfold.
Theorem 2.7 (Corollary 10.3). If. X is a g-manifold and
Y A® — X-manifold of the same homotopy type, then X x I°° 
and Y are homeomorphic.
IV. Factor Theorems.
Theorem 2.8 (Henderson [15]). If X i s m  F-manifold,
then there is a countable locally-finite simplicial complex 
K such that X and j K| X s are homeomorphic.
Theorem 2.9 (Corollary 10.4). _If X is a g-manifold (or
Z-manifold), then there is a countable locally-finite 
simplicial complex K such that X _is homeomorphic to 
|K| x g (or |K|x S ).
Conjecture 2.2 _If X _is any Q-manifold, then there is a 
countable locally-finite simplicial complex K such that 
X and | K| x I°° are homeomorphic .
Theorem 2.10 (Anderson and Schori [10]). _If X Is an
00
F-manifold, then X, XX s, and X x I are all homeomorphic.
Theorem 2.11 (Anderson and Schori [10]). JEf X is a 
Q-manifold, then X and X x I°° are homeomorphic.
Theorem 2.12(Theorem 8.3 and Theorem 10.2). JEf X _is a 
g-manifold and In is any n-cell, then X, X X a , and 
X xIn are all homeomorphic.
Theorem 2.13 (Corollary 8.5 and Theorem 10,2). JEf X is•
00
any E-manifold, then X, X x E, and X x I are all homeomorphic.
V. Relationships between F, Q, E, and g-manifolds.
Theorem 2.14 (Theorem 10.2 and Corollary 10.1). JEf X JLs 
_a a (or E)-manifold, then X can be embedded as an f-d 
cap (or cap)-set for an F-manifold and also for a. Q-manifold.
Theorem 2.15 (Anderson [7])* .If X _is I°° or s and M, N
are (f-d) cap-sets for X, then there is a. homeomorphism of
X onto itself taking M onto N.
Theorem 2.16 (Lemma 5*^ and Theorem 2.15) . JEf X ij3 an F
or Q-manifold and M JLs _an f-d cap (or cap)-set for X,
then M i£ a a (or E)-manifold.
Theorem 2.17 (Theorems6 .1 and 6 .2).If X jis an F _or Q-manifold 
and M, N are (f-d) cap-sets for X, then there is a 
homeomorphism of X onto itself taking M onto N.
Theorem 2.18 (Anderson [7])* .If M is an (f-d) cap-set for 
I°°, then I°°\M _is homeomorphic to s.
Theorem 2.19 (Corollary 8.3). .If X is any Q-manifold and 
M _is an (f-d) cap-set for X, then X\M i_s an F-manifold 
which is of the same homotopy type as X .
VI. Subsets and supersets of F, Q, X, and q-manifolds.
If X is any space and U is any cover of X, then
a function f :X-»X is said to be limited by U provided that 
for each x e X, there is a member of U containing both x 
and f(x).
A subset K of a space X is said to be strongly 
negligible provided that given any open cover U of X, 
there is a homeomorphism of X onto X\K which is limited
by U .
Theorem 2.20 (Anderson, Henderson, and West [11]). A 
necessary and sufficient condition that a. closed subset K 
of an F-manifold have Property Z in that K be strongly 
negligible.
Theorem 2.21 (Theorems 6.9 and 10.2). A necessary and 
sufficient condition that _a closed subset K of a. a or
E-manifold have Property Z _is that K _be strongly negligible.
Theorem 2.22 (Theorem 6.7). Let M b£ _an (f-d) cap-set for
an F _or Q-manifold X and let K be a Z-set in X , Then 
JVf\K i_s an (f-d) cap-set for X.
Theorem 2.23 (Theorem 6 .6). Let M be stn (f-d) cap-set for 
an F or Q-manifold X and let K be a. countable union of 
(finite-dimensional) compact Z-sets in X . Then MU K jLs 
an (f-d) cap-set for X.
VII. Homeomorphism extension theorems.
If U is any cover of a set X, then St(li) is 
defined (as usual) to he the star of U and for each n > 0 
we define Stn (U) to he the nth star of U .
Theorem 2.24 (Anderson and McCharen [9])* Let X be an
F-manifold, let Kg he Z-sets in X, let li be an open
cover of X, and let h loe ja homeomorphism of onto
Kg for which there is a homotopy HrK^xI-tX such that for each
x e K-^ H(x,0) = h(x), H(xjl) = x, and H(;(x) x I) _is contained
in some member of U. Then h can he extended to a homeo-
4 / smorphism of X onto itself which is limited by St (U).
Theorem 2.25 (Theorem 11.1). Let X he a a or S-manifold, 
let K^, Kg he Z-sets in X, let U he _an open cover of X , 
and let h he a homeomorphism of K^ onto Kg for which 
there is a homotopy Hj^xI-fX such that for each x e K^ , 
H(x,0) - h(x), H(x,l) = x, and H( [x)x I) _is contained in some 
member of U. Then h can be extended to a homeomorphism
pO
of X onto itself which is limited by St (U).
VIII. Complete extensions of S and g-manifolds.
Theorem 2.26 (Lemma 10.1 and Theorem 10.2). Let X bj2 a a 
(or Z)-manifold and let Y be a complete separable metric 
space containing X . Then there is an F-manifold Z such 
that X C Z C Y  and X jLs _an f-d cap (or cap)-set for Z .
IX. Infinite deficiency.
A subset K of I°° is said to have infinite deficiency 
provided that for each of infinitely many different coordi­
nate directions K projects onto a single interior point of
(-ui).
Theorem 2.27 (Anderson [4]). Let X be I°° or s and let 
K _be ja closed subset of X . A necessary and sufficient
condition that K be a Z-set in X jLs that there exists a.
homeomorphism of X onto itself taking K onto a set having 
infinite deficiency.
Theorem 2.28 (Chapman [14]). Let X be an F-manifold and let 
K be a closed subset of X . A necessary and sufficient
condition that K _be a Z-set in X _is that there exists a
homeomorphism h _of X onto X X s such that h(K) has 
infinite deficiency.
We remark that a separate proof of Theorem 2.28 is 
given in Corollary 7.1 of this dissertation.
Theorem 2.29 (Theorem 7*2). Let X be a. Q-manifold and let
K il® £ closed subset _of X . A necessary and sufficient
condition that K be a. Z-set in X i_s that there exists _a
homeomorphism h of X onto X x I°° such that ir 0h(K)
l“
has infinite deficiency.
CHAPTER III 
PRELIMINARIES
In this chapter we introduce some of the definitions, 
notations, and techniques that will he used in the sequel.
The metric we use for I°° and s is given by
d( (x±), (y±) ) = - y± )2 )^2 ,
where (x^ ), (y^ ) e I°°. Whenever no confusion is possible we
will use d to denote the metric of any space under
consideration.
Let Z denote the set of positive integers and for 
eachi e Z let be the projection of I°° onto 1^. For
each ac Z define Ia = II. I., sa = n, i! , and let t„ be the
1€0C 1  lGOt 1  ^
projection of l“ onto Ia . For each i e Z let
wt = T ^ l ) ,  W~ = tT1 (-1), and W± = wtUW~ . We call W+
and W’ the endslices of I°° in the i-direction.
A subset of I°° of the form tT1= is called a
basic closed set in I00 provided that is a closed
subinterval of 1 ,^ for each i > 0, and for all but
finitely many i . The interior in I°° of a basic closed set
is called a basic open set in I°°. A basic open, set in s
00
is the intersection of a basic open set in I with s . We
call s the pseudo-interior of I°° and B(I°°) = I°°\s the
11
pseudo-boundary of I°°.
00
A core is a set G = where for each i>0*
is a closed interval contained in 1^ . A basic core
set strutured over a core C = is defined as the set
of all points (x.^ ) e s such that x^ e for all but
finitely many i . We know from [15] that each basic core
set is an apparent boundary of I°° and from [7] that each 
apparent boundary of I°° is a cap-set for I°°* where M c l00 
is an apparent boundary if there is a homeomorphism 
h:I°°-»I°° satisfying h(M) =B(I°°).
A homeomorphism h of I00 onto itself is said to be a 
0*-homeomorphism provided that h(s) = s .
If is a sequence of homeomorphisms of a
space X onto itself for which the sequence {f^ofi_1o ...0f]3 
converges pointwise to a homeomorphism f of X onto itself* 
then we call f the infinite left product of f^i^i=l an(^  
write f = LlIi=lfi ’
We list below four convergence procedures that we 
will need to insure the existence of an infinite left product 
of homeomorphisms. The first of these is Lemma 2.1 of [4] 
and the second is Theorem 2* of [11]. The third and fourth 
are easy consequences of the apparatus used in [11] to 
establish the second.
Convergence Procedure A. For each homeomorphism g of_ _a 
compact metric space X onto itself and each e > 0 let
r)(g,e) = g.l.b. fd(g(x), g(y) )|d(x,y)>e).
If ®; sequence of homeomorphisms of X onto
itself such that
d(fi,id)<min ( (3_1), (3""1) "H (f^ _l0 . • .of-j^  2"1) ) ,
for all i> 1, then f = exists.
Convergence Procedure B. Let U be a. countable star-finite
open cover of any space X . (By star-finite cover we mean a 
cover such that the closure of each member of the cover 
intersects the closure of only finitely many other members 
of the cover) . There exists an ordering the
elements of U such that for any sequence ^ 1 1^=1 
homeomorphisms of X onto itself, where f^ X®. the identity
on X\U± for all i>0, f = exists. Moreover, we
can assign _a positive integer n^ to each UN, independent 
of the choice of such {f. )?_n, such that n„. < n,. , n and- • 1 — —  1 —  — — ——  1 1 — X ' ' X ““ X”rX — —
f(ui) = (fniofni-l0 * “ ofl ^ Ui^ 
for all i > 0 .
Convergence Procedure C. Let U be a countable star-finite
open cover of any space X and let
Convergence Procedure B. Lf Y _is any space and is.
any sequence of homeomorphisms of X x Y onto itself such 
that f^ is the identity on (XXU^) X Y, for all i>0, 
then f = LnT^f^ exists. Moreover, we have
f(U.xY) = ( ^ o . - . o f ^ U - x Y ) ,
for all i > 0 .
Convergence Procedure D. Let U be _a countable star-finite 
open cover of any space X and let Jbe a_s in
Convergence Procedure B. _If any sequence of
homeomorphi sms of X onto itself such that f^JxXu^ = id 
and ^i+il^fj.0 • • •of1(Ui+1) = id, for each i > 0, then 
f - LII^ exists .
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CHAPTER IV
SOME BASIC RESULTS CONCERNING (f-d)CAP-SETS
In this chapter we establish some technical results 
for s and I°° that will be useful in establishing similar 
results for F and Q-manifolds.
The following result can be found in [7].
Lemma 4.1. Let X be a metric space, let M be an 
(f-d) cap-set for X, and let f Jse _a homeomorphism of X
onto _a metric space Y. Then f (M) _is an (f-d) cap-set for
Y .
The next result shows that (f-d) cap-sets in I°° are 
"maximal". We will use this result to prove a corresponding 
property for F and Q-manifolds in Section 6 . We will give 
no proof, since it is essentially Theorem 1 of [18]. We 
remark that Lemma 4.2 follows from Theorem II of [5] in the 
case that M is a cap-set for I00 .
Lemma 4.2. Let M c N c I 00, where M _is an (f-d)
cap-set for I00 and N _is a countable union of (finite- 
dimensional) Z-sets in I°°. Then N _is _an (f-d) cap-set for 
I00.
Our next lemma is a generalization of Anderson's 
results on the equivalence of (f-d) cap-sets in s and I°°
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[7]« We only sketch the proof.
Lemma 4.3* Let M and N Ise (f-d) cap-sets for 
I00, let Kc I°°\ (MUN) he a Z-set in I°°, and let e > 0 he 
given. Then there is a, homeomorphism h of I°° onto itself 
such that h(M) = N, h|K = id, and d(h,id) <e . Moreover, 
if MUNcs, then, we can additionally require that h hie a 
P *-homeomorphism.
Proof. We only treat the case in which M U N c s  to obtain 
the p*-homeomorphism h. Write M = u“=1Mn and N = u“=1 Nfi 
so as to satisfy the definition. It is clear that there is 
an integer n^ > 0 and an embedding such that
d(f1,id) < e/2. Using Lemma 3*1 of [14], we can extend f^ 
to a P * -homeomorphism h-^ such that h-J K = id and 
d(h1,id)\ €/2 .
—  2Using Convergence Procedure A let 6 =min( ( 3” )j 
P  — P(3“ )r)(h1,2- )) and use Lemma 4.1 to get an integer n2>l 
and an embedding f“2:Nn hl (Mn  ^ such that f2|h1(M1)=id 
and d(f2, id) < min(e/4j &)• Then we can extend f2 to a 
P*-homeomorphism g2 such that g2| (KU W1 U h1(W^)) = id and 
d(g2,id) <min(€/4, 6). We then put h2 = g”^ to complete
the second stage of the construction.
It is clear that by induction we can continue this
process to obtain a sequence of f3*-homeomorphisms
and a sequence fni)“=0 of integers (where nQ = 1) such that 
the following conditions are met.
(1) nQ < n2 < ... and n-^ < n^ < < . . . ,
(2) for each i>l, h^ is the identity on
KU W^JU )),
(3) (h.o . . .oh, ) (M )cN ) for i odd,i x n±_1 n±
(4) (h^ o . . •oh1) (ly^ # ) 3 Nn ^ , for i even,
(5) h. is the identity on N , for i>3 and odd,
1 i-2 “
(6) h^ is the identity on . . .oh-jjM^  ^ ), for i even,
(7) d(h1,id) < e/2 and d (h±, id) < min (e/21, 3"1,
(3"i)ri(h1_1o . . .oh-^2-1)), for i>l.
Using Convergence Procedure A we find that 
h = Ln”=1h1 is a 0*-homeomorphism which satisfies the 
required properties. □
A special case of the next lemma is known in a more 
general setting (see Corollary 2 of [18]).
Lemma 4.4. Let M lae jan (f-d) cap-set for I00 and
let K be _a Z-set in I°°. Then M\K _is _an (f-d) cap-set for
I00.
Proof. Let M = U°° •, M be as in the definition and forn=l n
each integer n > 0 let PI {x e I°°| d(x,K) > . It
is then clear that M\K = U°° n . It follows fromn=l n
Theorems 8.1 and 9.1 of [4] that Property Z and infinite 
deficiency are equivalent in I00. This implies that each Nfi 
is a Z-set in I00.
Now let A be a (finite-dimensional) compact subset 
of I°°, let m > 0  be an integer, and let e>0 be given, 
it follows from Theorem II of [5] that there is a cap-set M 7 
for I00 in I°°\K. Then M 7 U (AflNm ) is a cap-set for I°° 
and hence there is an embedding f:A-*M7U (AHNm ) such that 
f|AHNm = id and d(f,id)<e/2 » Let 6 = d(f(A),K), which 
is a positive number, and let g:f(A)-»Mn be an embedding, 
for some n > 0, such that g|AHNm = id and d(g, id) < min (e/2, 6 ) . 
Then gofrA-HVI^ is an embedding for which go f(A)flK=^ 
and d(g0 fjid) < e. It is clear that there is an n 7>n 
such that go f(A) c Nn / , which completes the verification 
of the definition. □
Corollary 4.1. Let M lae _an (f-d) cap-set for s and 
let K be Z-set in s . Then M\K Is _an (f-d) cap-set
for s .
Proof. We know from Theorem 8.2 of [4] that K, the 
closure of K in I°°, is a Z-set in I°°. Now any (f-d) 
cap-set for s is an (f-d) cap-set for I00, and any subset 
of s which is an (f-d) cap-set for I°° is an (f-d) cap-set 
for s . Then M is an (f-d) cap-set for I00 and from 
Lemma 4.4 we find that M\K = M\K is an (f-d) cap-set for 
s . □
CHAPTER V 
PROPERTY Z IN MANIFOLDS
In this chapter we prove some results concerning 
Property Z in manifolds that will be useful in later
sections. We also exhibit a technique (Theorem 5*1) by
which we can relate F and Q-manifolds.
In Lemma 1 of [11] some techniques are given for 
establishing Property Z in normal, locally homotopically 
trivial spaces. Lemma 5*1 is essentially a restatement of
this result and Lemma 5*2 is a consequence of the proof that 
is given there.
Lemma 5.1. Let X be normal and locally homotopically
trivial. If A jLs _a closed subset of X such that each
point of A lies in an open set U for which Afl U has
Property Z in U , then A has Property Z in X .
Lemma 5.2. Let X be normal and locally homotopically
trivial and let A be a. closed subset of X . If, for each
point p e A and each open set U containing p , there is a. 
homtopically trivial open set Y containing p such that 
VcU, V\A ^ j6, and V\A _is homotopically trivial, then A 
has Property Z in X .
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In Lemma 2 of [11] it is shown that if F is any 
Z-set in an F-manifold X, then any closed subset of F is 
also a Z-set in X . Lemma 5*3 establishes a similar property 
for Q-manifolds. We remark that for F-manifolds all compact 
subsets are Z-set s.. This follows from Theorem 2.1 and the 
fact that any compact subset of s is a Z-set (see 
Theorem 3»5 of [3] and Theorem 9*1 of [4]).
Lemma 5.3. Let F be a. Z-set in any Q-manifold X . _If A
is any closed subset of F, then A is: also a, Z-set in X .
Proof. Using Lemma 5.1 let 'U be any open subset of X 
which is homeomorphic to a basic open subset of I00. Then
there is a homeomorphism h of U onto I°°\W, where W is
a finite union of endslices of I00. Since Property Z 
obviously carries over to open subsets we find that h(FflU) 
is a Z-set in I°°\W.
Define K = h(Ffl U) UW, which is a compact subset of 
I°°, Let V be any non-null, homotopically trivial open 
subset of I°° and note that V\K = (V\W) \ h(F 0 U) . Since 
W obviously has Property Z in I°° it follows that V\W is 
a non-null, homotopically trivial open subset of I°°\W, hence 
V\K is a non-null, homotopically trivial open set. This 
means that K is a Z-set in I00.
Using Theorem 8.1 of [4] there is a homeomorphism g 
of I°° onto itself such that g(K) has infinite deficiency.
Using techniques similar to those of Theorem 9.1 of [4] it 
now easily follows that go h(A fl U) is a Z-set in go H(u). □
The following result was pointed out to the author 
by William Barit.
Lemma 5.4. Let X be _an F or Q-manifold and let M b_e
an (f-d) cap-set for X. Lf U ls_ an open subset of X,
then MflU _is an (f-d) cap-set for U.
00Proof. Let M = U qMn be a representation as given in
the definition and for each n > 0, let = [xex|d(x*X\U)>-^} .
If we put N = Mfi U and fl An* for each n > 0, then
N = U°° J  . It follows from Lemma 5»3 and the comments n=l n
preceeding Lemma 5*3 that each is a Z-set in U. Then
N = is clearly a representation which satisfies the
definition for N to be an (f-d) cap-set for U. □
Since (f-d) cap-sets for s exist* we can use
Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 5.4 to prove the existence of (f-d) 
cap-sets for F-manifolds. In Lemma 5*6 we prove that cap- 
sets for Q-manifolds exist. The existence of f-d cap-sets 
for Q-manifolds will be established in Chapter 6 . We will 
first need a preliminary result.
Lemma 5-5. Let X* Y be Q-manifolds and let A _be _a
Z-set in X . Then Ax Y _is a. Z-set in X x Y .
Proof. Using Lemma 5*2 let U be a non-null* homotopically 
trivial open subset of X and let V be a non-null* homotopically
trivial open subset of Y. All we have to do is prove that 
(U x V)\(Ax Y) is non-null and homotopically trivial. But 
(UxV)\(AxY) = (U\A) x V is clearly non-null and homo­
topically trivial. □
Lemma 5.6 . _If X _is any Q-manif old, then X has _a cap-set.
Proof. Using Theorem 2.11 we know that there is a homeomor-
00
phism of X onto X xI . It will then suffice to prove
that Xx X has the cap in X x I°°. Since X has the cap
in I00 we can write X = U^=1Mn so as to satisfy the
00definition. Write X = U ]X , where each X^ is a compact
subset of X satisfying c ° Then Xx X = u“=1(Xn x ) 
which we now show to satisfy the definition of a cap-set 
for X x I00.
It follows from Lemmas 5.3 and 5.5 that each X xMv v  ^ n n
is a Z-set in X x I°°. Now let m> 0 be an integer, let K
be a compact subset of X x I°°, and let e>0 be given.
Since ir ^(K) is a compact subset of I°° there is an integer
nj > 0 and an embedding h^nr oo(K)->Mn such that
hp IT oo (K) n = id and d(h^,id) < e. It is clear that
there is an integer no >0 such that 7r„(K)cX . Put
A  iJ ^
n = max(n^,n2) and we obviously have an embedding h of K 
into Xn x Mn such that h|Kn (X x Mm ) = id and d(h,id)<e. □
With the existence of cap-sets in Q-manifolds 
established we can now prove a result which relates F and
Q-manifolds.
Theorem 5.1. _If X Is any F-manifold, then X can he 
regarded as a subset of a Q-manif old Y such that Y\X _is 
_a cap-set for Y. On the other hand, _if Y jls any Q-manif old, 
then there is an F-manifold X c Y  such that Y\X i_s a 
cap-set for Y.
Proof. If X is any F-manifold, then Theorem 2.1 gives
an open embedding h:X -> s . Let Y be an open subset of I°°
such that YD s = h(X). Then Y is obviously a Q-manifold
and it follows from Lemma that Y\h(X) is a cap-set for 
Y.
If Y is any Q-manifold, it follows from Lemma 5-6 
that there is a cap-set M for Y. To show that Y\M is an
F-manifold, let U be any open subset of Y which is
homeomorphic to a basic open subset of I°°. Let hrU-^I00 be
an embedding such that I°°\h(U) = W, where W is a finite
union of endslices of I00. It is obvious that h(UflM) is 
a cap-set for I°° and we know that E is a cap-set for I00. 
Using Lemma 4.3 there is a homeomorphism g of I00 onto itself 
such that g(S) = h(UOM) and g|W = id. This means that 
h(U\M) is homeomorphic IC°\(EUW). But Theorem 2.18 implies 
that l”\(EUW) is homeomorphic to s . □
Corollary 5.1. Let Y be any Q-manifold and let M b^e sin 
( f - d )  cap-set for Y. Then Y\M j l s an F-manifold.
Proof. For M a cap-set the proof is given above. For M
an f-d cap-set we use the outline given above. □
In theorem 8.2 of [4] it is shown, that if F is a
Z-set in s, then F (closure taken in I09) is a Z-set in
I00. The next result generalizes this to Q-manifolds.
Lemma 5.7 . Let X be a Q-manifold and let M be a cap-
set for X . _If F jls a Z-set in X\M, then F (closure
taken in X) i_s a_ Z-set in X .
Proof. Using Lemma 5*1 let U be an open subset of X
and let h:U-»I°° be an embedding such that I°°\h(U) = W,
where W is a finite union of endslices of I°°. Using the 
proof of Theorem 5*1 we can additionally require that 
h(U fl M) = B(I°°)\W. Then h(U\M) = s and hence K = h(Ffl U) 
is a Z-set in s . This means that K is a Z-set in I00.
Then h(FOU) = Kflh(U) is a Z-set in h(U), which is what
we needed. □
The next result will be used in proving an open 
embedding theorem for a and 2-manifolds.
Lemma 5.8. Let X be _an F-manifold, let M be _an (f-d)
cap-set for X, and let F bj2 a. closed subset of X contained
in X\M. Then F _is a. Z-set in X .
Proof. Using Lemma 5*1 it is sufficient to prove that for
any open subset U of X which is homeomorphic to s , UPIF is
a Z-set in U. Thus, our problem is reduced to the following: 
if N is an (f-d) cap-set for s and K is a closed subset 
of s contained in s\N, then K is a Z-set in s .
To show that K has Property Z in. s let V be 
a non-null, homotopically trivial open subset of s . Let 
f: Sn“  ^-»V\K be continuous and let g:Bn -»V be a con­
tinuous extension of f, where Bn is an n-ball and S0-"1" 
is the boundary of Bn . If we think of a canonical version
of N (i.e. N = a or N = E) then it is clear that there
is a continuous function h:g(Bn )-»s such that
h(g(Bn )\g(Sn-1))cN, h|g(Sn_1) = id, and d(h,id) < e ,
where e = d(g(Bn), s\V) . Note that h(g(Bn))nK = 0, 
h(g(Bn))cV, and hog is a continuous extension of f.
This proves that V\K is homotopically trivial. Since 
V n N 0 0 we have V\K 0 0. □
The following two results will be used in the last 
chapter of the paper.
Lemma 5*9* Let X be_ any F-manifold, let F Toe _a 
Z-set in X, and for each n > 0 let Fn be a. Z-set in 
X . Then Ffl (X\u°°_-|F ) is a Z-set in X\U°°_-,F .
JTj «L XJ  r «L x j
Proof. Using Lemma 5-2 let U be any non-null, homo­
topically trivial open subset of X . . Then Ufl (x\U~_2Fn) = 
U\U^_i(F n U), and using the negligibility result of [5] 
we know that (Fn ft U) is homeomorphic to U. Thus
Ufl (X\U^_2_Fn ) is homotopically trivial. We then have 
Ufl non-null and homotopically trivial by the
same argument. Lemma 5*2 then implies that Ffl'(X\U^ _-]_P )
is a Z-set in X\ll~_.-]_Fr) . □
Lemma 5.10. Let X be an F-manifold, JLet McX be _an
(f-d) cap-set for X, and let F Jbe a Z-set in M . Then
F (closure in X) is. a. Z-set in X .
Proof. Using Lemma 5*1 ii is clear that our problem 
reduces to the following: if N is an (f-d) cap-set for s
and K is a Z-set in N , then K (closure in s) is a Z-set
in s .
Let U be a non-null, homotopically trivial open 
* n  1  ***subset of s, let f:S “ -» U\K be a continuous function, 
and let g:Bn -»U be a continuous extension of f . Using 
the idea contained in the proof of Lemma 5-8 there is a 
continuous function hjB^ -frs such that
h(g(Bn)\g(Sn_1)) c N, h|g(Sn_1) = id, and h ° g(Bn) c U . A 
simple argument proves that Ufl H is homotopically trivial.
It is clear that there is an r, 0 < r <1, such that 
hog(fxeBn|r<||x||<l}) fl K = 0. Put S^_1 = fx € B| ||x || = r) 
and use the fact that K has Property Z in N to extend
the map ho g|S^-^:S^~‘*' -» (UflN)\K to a continuous function
cp:B^ -» (UDN)\K, where B^ = (x e Bn | ||x|| < r] . Piecing 
these together we then have a continuous function
\l(:Bn -» U\K which extends f . □
CHAPTER VI
PROPERTIES OF (f-d) CAP-SETS IN MANIFOLDS
The main results of this chapter are Theorems 6.1 and 
6 .2, in which we establish the equivalence of (f-d) cap-sets 
in F and Q-manifolds. We also use similar techniques to 
obtain a number of other results.
We first establish the equivalence of (f-d) cap-sets 
in F-manifolds.
Theorem 6.1. Let X be an F-manifold, let be 
an open cover of X , and let M, N be (f-d) cap-sets for X . 
Then there is _a homeomorphism h _of X onto itself such that 
h(M) = N and h j l s limited by %( .
Proof. Using Theorem 2.1 we may, without loss of generality, 
assume that X is an open subset of s . Applying Theorem 1 
of [11] there is a star-finite open cover { U ^ X  
such that for each i > 0, is a basic open subset of s
and there is a e such that d(U^,s\V^) = £ ^ > 0 .
Assume that i ordered as in Convergence Procedure
B.
We may regard each (closure taken in s ) as a
copy of s together with a finite union of endslices. Since 
M n and N fl are (f-d) cap-sets for we can use
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Lemma 4.3 to get a homeomorphism of X onto itself such 
that h ^ M H U ^  = NflUp h1lx\U1 = id, and d (h-^  id) < € *
where is the sequence of Convergence Procedure B
that is associated with fUx^i=l'
Proceeding by induction assume that homeomorphisms
f h . o f  X onto itself have been defined so that 
1 i=l
= id, for 1 < i < j, hi+1 (h±0 . . .0 \  (M)n U±) = N n U± , for
1 < i < j , and d(hjL,id)<-^- • min (e-^  . . ., e±), for l<i < j  .
Then let a homeomorphism of X onto itself such
that hJ+1|X\UJ+1 = id, hj+1(hj0 . . n Uj+1)=N(1 UJ+1 ,
and d(h^ _|_^ ,id) ^ ^ —  * niin (a ^ , • • *J ^ ) *
We can use Convergence Procedure B to conclude that
h = Llir^h^ is a homeomorphim of X onto itself such that
h(M) = N. Moreover we note that if x e U.\UJ’"^U. , then
J i=l i
d(h(x),x) < e .. This implies that h is limited by ^  . □
J
We now prove the corresponding result for Q-manifolds. 
The following lemma takes the place of Theorem 1 of [11] in 
this case.
Lemma 6.1. Let X be a Q-manifold and let be
an open cover of X . Then there is a. star-finite open cover
U^i^i=i —  ^ which refines %( and for which each th _is
is homeomorphic to _a basic open subset of I00 .
Proof. Since X is a separable, locally compact metric
space, it can be written as the union of an increasing 
sequence fxn^=l of' compacta* each lying in. the interior 
of its successor.
/ h
It is clear that there is a collection fUj_)i=i of
open subsets of X, each homeomorphic to a basic open subset
of I00, such that covers X-^ , and for each i ,
u! cXg (the interior of Xg) • For each n> 1 let
fU^)^n be an open cover of X \X° , where each U1? is1 1 ir=i n n-1 l
is homeomorphic to a basic open subset of I00 , such that
for each i , Uic Xn+l^Xn-2 (or UiCX3 for n = 2) * Then 
put = f 11 j< i^ Jj-jj n>l) for our required star-
finite open cover of X . □
Since we do not have an open embedding theorem for 
Q-manifolds we will first need a preliminary result for 
open subsets of I°°. With the aid of Lemma 6.1 a proof of 
the following result can be given that is almost identical 
to the proof of Theorem 6.1.
Lemma 6.2. Let G be _an open subset of I00, let l( 
be an open cover of G , and let M, N be (f-d) cap-sets for 
G . Then there is a. homeomorphism h jof G onto itself such
that h(M) = N and h jLs limited by .
Theorem 6.2. Let X b^e a. Q-manifold, let H lDe an 
open cover of X , and let M, N be (f-d) cap-sets for X .
Then there is a homeomorphism h of X onto itself such that
h(M) = N and h _is limited by i( .
Proof. Using Lemma 6.1 it is clear that there is a star- 
finite open cover ^ suc^ that for each i > 0,
U^ is homeomorphic to an open subset of I00 and there is a 
Vi € H such that d(Ui,X\Vi) = € ^ > 0.
Using the notation of Theorem 6.1 we need a sequence 
■ of homeomorphisms of X onto itself such that for
each i > 0, h±| X\U± = id, h ^ M O U j  = N n Up 
hi+i(hi° . • .ohi(M ) n U±) = NOU. and d(h1,id) < ~ - . min 
(e^ , . ..,e^). All of these except the last can be 
automatically met. The last condition can clearly be met 
by choosing an appropriate cover of each U^ , transferring 
it over to an open cover in I00, and applying Lemma 6 .2.
Then h = Ln^ °_^ h^  is our required homeomorphism. □
Although it is obvious that any (f-d) cap-set for s 
is also an (f-d) cap-set for I00, the corresponding property 
for Q-manifolds is not quite so obvious. This is our next 
theorem.
Theorem 6.3. Let X b^e _a Q-manifold, let M cX  be 
_a cap-set for X , and let N _be jan (f-d) cap-set for the 
F-manifold X\M. Then. N is, sm (f-d) cap-set for X .
Proof. Using the proof of Lemma 5-6 we know that X x B(l°°) 
is a cap-set for Xxl°°. Combining the fact that X is
homeomorphic to X x I°° with Theorem 6.2, there is a homeo­
morphism h of X onto X x I00 such that h(M) = X x B(I°°) .
Let N = be a representation as given in the
definition, let m > 0  be given, let K be a (finite- 
dimensional) compact subset of X , and let e>0 be given. 
Using h to transfer the problem to X x I°°, there is an 
embedding f:K-»X\M such that f|KflNm = id and d(f,id) < e/2. 
Using the fact that N is an (f-d) cap-set for X\M there is 
an integer n > 0  and an embedding g:f(K)-»N such that 
g|KHNm = id and d(g,id) <e/2. Then gof is our required 
embedding. □
The next result shows that we can piece together 
certain portions of (f-d) cap-sets to obtain (f-d) cap-sets.
Theorem 6.4. Let X Jse _an F or Q-manifold and let
U be an open subset of X . Then the following are true.
(1) JEf M _is _an (f-d) cap-set for U, then there is an 
(f-d) cap-set N for X such that N fl U = M.
(2) Lf M,N are (f-d) cap-sets for X , then 
(M\U)U (N D U) is an (f-d) cap-set for X.
Proof. For the proof of (1) let N' be an (f-d) cap-set 
for X . (From Theorem 6,3 we now know that f-d cap-sets 
exist in Q-manifolds). Using Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 we can 
obtain a homeomorphism h of X onto itself such that 
h(N'nU) = M and, by a proper choice of a cover of U,
h | x \ U  = id. Then N = h ( N ' )  satisfies N O U  = M.
For the proof of (2) let h be a homeomorphism of X 
onto itself such that h ( Mf l U )  = N O U  and h | x \ U  = id. Then
h(M) = (M\U) U ( N f l U )  is an (f-d) cap-set for X . □
In the next theorem we prove that (f-d) cap-sets can 
be determined locally.
Theorem 6.5. Let X b_e jan F or Q-manifold, let 
fIJj_}”=3_ be an open cover of X , and for each i> 0 let 
Mi ^e _an (f-d) cap-set for . Then M = jls _an
(f-d) cap-set for X .
Proof. We only sketch the proof for Q-manifolds. The 
proof for F-manifolds is similar. Let fVi^i=i be a s^ar-
finite open cover of X which refines and which
is ordered as in Convergence Procedure B. Let N have the 
(f-d) cap in X and use the techniques of Theorem 6.1 to 
inductively define a sequence homeomorphisms of
X onto itself for which h^(M fl V^) = N H V-^ , 
hi+i(hi° . . .°hi(M fl Vi+i)) = N n h io,..oh1 (Vi+1), for all 
i > 0, hjJxYV^ = id, and h^+11X\h^0 . . .oh-^ (Vi+1) = id, for 
all i>0. We remark that in order to achieve the first and 
second conditions we have to make use of Lemma 4.2. Then 
Convergence Procedure D assures us that h = kn^-jh^ is a 
homeomorphism of X onto itself which obviously satisfies 
h(M) = N.  □
We can easily use this result to obtain a generalization
of Lemma 4.2 to F and Q-manifolds.
Theorem 6.6. Let X be _an F or Q-manifold, let 
M be an (f-d) cap-set for X, and let K be a. countable
union of (finite-dimensional) compact Z-sets in X. Then
M U K _is _an (f-d) cap-set for X .
Proof. In case X is an F-manifold we use Theorem 2.1 to 
get an open embedding h:X-»s . Using Theorem 6.4 there is 
an (f-d) cap-set N for s such that Nfl h(x) = h(M) . By 
Lemma 4.2 we know that NUh(K) is an (f-d) cap-set for s , 
hence (NUh(K)) Cl h(X) = h(M) U h(K) is an (f-d) cap-set 
for h(X) .
If X is a Q-manifold let U be any open subset of 
X which is homeomorphic to a basic open subset of I00. Then 
there is a homeomorphism f of U onto I°°\W, where W is a 
finite union of endslices. It is clear that f(MHU) is an 
(f-d) cap-set for I°° • and f(KHU) is a countable union of * 
(finite-dimensional) compact Z-sets in I00. From Theorem 4.2 
we know that f(MDU) U f (Kfl U) is an (f-d) cap-set for I°° , 
hence for f(U). Thus Theorem 6.5 implies that M U K  is an 
(f-d) cap-set for X . □
We can also use Theorem 6.5 to prove that we can remove 
certain portions of an (f-d) cap-set and still have an 
(f-d) cap-set.
Theorem 6.7. Let X _be an F _or Q-manifold, let
M tie _an (f-d) cap-set for X , and let F be a Z-set in X.
Then M\F _is _an (f-d) cap-set for X .
Proof. In case X is an F-manifold let U be an open subset 
of X which is homeomorphic to s. Then F OU  is a Z-set 
in U. Using Corollary 4.1 we find that (MDU)\(FnU) has 
the (f-d) cap in U . Then Theorem 6.5 implies that M\F is 
an (f-d) cap-set for X .
If X is a Q-manifold let U be an open subset of X 
for which there is a homeomorphism h of U onto I°°\W, where 
W is a finite union of endslices. We observed in Lemma 5*3
that f (F fl U) U W is a compact Z-set in I°°. Using Lemma 
4.4 we find that h(M0 U)\[h(F0 U) U W] = h(M fl U)\ h(Ffl U) is 
an (f-d) cap-set for I°°, and hence for h(U) . Once more 
Theorem 6.5 implies that M\F is an (f-d) cap-set for 
X . □
In our next theorem we show how an (f-d) cap-set of 
a product relates to the (f-d) cap-sets of the factors.
Theorem 6.8. Let X, Y both be F-manifolds or both
be Q-manifolds and let McX, N c Y  be (f-d) cap-sets. Then
M x N _is ^n (f-d) cap-set for X x Y.
Proof. First assume that X and Y are F-manifolds. Let
al a2f^:X-»s and f2:X-*s be open embeddings, where a-^ is
the set of odd positive integers and a2 = Z\a^. Then
al a2f1(X) x f2(Y) is an open subset of s = s x s . We know
althat there is an (f-d) cap-set P-, for s such that
Otp
P-^nf-^X) = f]_(M) and an (f-d) cap-set Pg for s such
that P2 n f2(Y) = f2(N) .
It is obvious that there exist canonical (f-d) cap- 
a-, a o
sets for s and R2 for s such that R1 x Rg is
an (f-d) cap-set for s . This implies that P^ x Pg is
an (f-d) cap-set for s and thus (P1 x Pg) fl (f-L(X) xfg(Y)) =
f^(M) x fg(N) is an (f-d) cap-set for f1(X)xfg(Y).
Now assume that X and Y are Q-manifolds. Using
Lemmhs 5.3 and 5*5 we find that if K-^cX is a compact 
Z-set in X and KgCY is a compact Z-set in Y , then 
x Kg is a Z-set in XxY. If we use the techniques 
involved in the proof of Lemma 5*6 it follows that if M 
and N are cap-sets, then M x N  is a cap-set for XxY. 
Thus all we have left to do is the case in which M and N 
are f-d cap-sets.
Let M' be a cap-set for X and let N' be a 
cap-set for Y. It clearly follows from the techniques 
involved in the proof of Lemma 5*6 that XxR' and M' x Y 
are cap-sets for Xx Y. Using Theorem 6.6 we find that 
(XxN7) U (M'xY) is a cap-set for XxY.
Now choose f-d cap-sets M/7 for X\M7 and N 7/ for 
Y\N7 . Using what we proved above we know that M7/x N/7 is
an f-d cap-set for (X\M') x (Y\N7). Since 
(X X Y)\[ (X X N') U (M'xY)] = (X\M') x (Y\N;) it follows 
from Theorem 6.3 that M"xH" is an f-d cap-set for XxY. 
Then we can clearly use Theorem 6.2 to relate this to M 
and N . □
We can use Theorem 6.7 to characterize Z-sets in 
(f-d) cap-sets.
Theorem 6 .9. Let X b£ an F-manifold and let M 
he an (f-d) cap-set for X . A necessary and sufficient 
condition that _a closed subset K of M has Property Z 
in M _is that K be strongly negligible in M .
Proof. If K is strongly negligible in M , then we can
use the proof of Theorem 2.20 to prove that K is a Z-set 
in M .
Thus assume that K is a Z-set in M and let 
be an open cover of M . For each i>0 let 
be an open subset of X satisfying fl M = . Without
loss of generality we may assume that X = .
By Lemma 5*10* K (closure in X) is a Z-set in X .
Using Theorem 6.7 it follows that M\K is an (f-d) cap-set 
for X . By Theorem 6.1 there exists a homeomorphism h of
X onto itself such that h(M) = M\K and h is limited hy
{V.}“ n • Thus K is strongly negligible in M . □1 1 x=l
CHAPTER VII 
INFINITE DEFICIENCY IN MANIFOLDS
In this chapter we show that Property Z and 
(topological) infinite deficiency are equivalent in F and 
Q-manifolds. The equivalence in F-manifolds was established 
in [14], hut we obtain it here as a corollary of the corres­
ponding for Q-manifolds.
In [14] a proof of the following theorem is given.
Theorem 7*1* Let. X be _an F-manifold and let F be
a closed subset of X . A necessary and sufficient condition 
that F have Property Z _in X _is that there exists _a
homeomorphism h of X onto X x s such that ^(h^F)) has
infinite deficiency.
The technique involved in the proof of Theorem 7*1 
is to use Theorem 2.10 and then to modify the copy of F in 
X x s so that its projection in s has infinite deficiency.
In our next theorem we give a similar characterization 
of Property Z in Q-manifolds. As a corollary we get an easy 
proof of Theorem 7*1*
Theorem 7*2. Let X be a Q-manifold and let F be a
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closed subset of X x I°°. A necessary and sufficient 
condition that F have Property Z _in X x I°° _is that there 
exists a homeomorphism h of X x I°° onto itself taking F 
onto _a set whose projection in I00 has infinite deficiency. 
Moreover, we can construct h so that h(X x B(I°°)) = Xx B(I°°) .
Proof. The step from infinite deficiency to Property Z is 
easy and is similar to the proof of Theorem 9-1 of [4]. Thus
assume that F is a Z-set in X x I°°. Since XxB(I°°) is a
cap-set for X x I°°, it follows from Theorem 6.7 that 
(XxB(I°°))\F is also a cap-set for X x I°° . Using Theorem 6.2 
there is a homeomorphism f^ of X x I°° onto itself such that 
f1(F) n (X x B(I°°)) = 0.
Let j > 0 he an integer and for each x e X x .1^
let U x (6.1] be an open subset of (Xx IL / .1.) X I .
X  X  -*-/ J -*• J
containing (x,l) such that (Ux x (6X, 1]) n f-^ (F) = 0. Note
that (Ux |x e X x is an open cover of Xxll^jl.^. Thus
we can use Lemma 6.1 to get a star-finite open refinement 
(U.)“=1 of (Ux|x e X x which covers X xII^.L.
Moreover we may assume that the U^'s are indexed as in 
Convergence Procedure B. It is clear that for each i>0 
there is a number §^>0 such that 1/2 < 6  ^<1 and 
(U± x (6.,1]) n fx(F) = 0.
Now construct a closed cover [C.}“ , of1 i=l
Xxn^jli such that C^cu^, for all i>0. For each i>0
let cp^ :X x •♦ [ 0,1] be a continuous function such that
cpi(x) = 1 for x e Ch and cp^ (x) = 0 for x e Xx .
For each i>0 we now construct a homeomorphism g^ of
(X x x onto itself which slides points linearly
in the I^-direction as follows: if x e X x * then
{x3 x I. is taken linearly onto itself such that
g1(x,6i) = (x,6±(l - cp±(x)) + (l/2)cpj (x)) . Applying
Convergence Procedure C to let g=Ln*=1gj_ j which is
a homeomorphism of X x I°° onto itself satisfying
g o f1(F)c (X X x [-1,1/2], Using similar techniques
/ 00we can construct a homeomorphism g of X xI onto itself
which slides points only in the I.-direction such that
d
g' o g O fi(P)cXxH.^I. X [-1/2,1/2],
It is now clear that by varying j we can get a 
homeomorphism f2 of X x I°° onto itself such that 
f2(f1(F)) cx x Ij“=1[-l/2,l/2] and f£(X x B(I°°)) =X x B(I°°) . Using 
Theorem 3*5 of [3] there is a g*-homeomorphism \|>:l“ ->I°° such 
that ^(llf/^t-l/2,1/2]) has infinite deficiency. Then
f^ = id x t gives a homeomorphism of X x I°° onto itself such
that II o fo (X x Ilf •, [-1/2,1/2]) has infinite deficiency and
-j-00 D i  -L
f3(X x B (I°°)) = X x B(I°°) .
Now f^ o fg o fj is a homeomorphism of X x I°° onto 
itself such that II ^ of^of^of^F) has infinite deficiency.
We also note that f^of^of^/ffl (XxB(I°°))] c Xxs
and is a countable union of compact sets. Using Theorem 5.3
of [3] for pushing a a-compact subset of s to B(I°°) there
00
is a homeomorphism f^ of X x I onto itself such that 
7r ^ o f^ ° f^ 0 f2 ° ^(F) has infinite deficiency and
f^ ° f3 ° f2 ° fx(X x B (I°°)) = X x B(I°°) . Then h = f^ ° f3 ° f 2 ° f]_
satisfies our requirements. □
Corollary 7*1* .If X _is JEL F-manifold and F i_s a.
Z-set in Xxs, then there is a_ homeomorphism h of_ X x s
onto itself such that tt„ 0 h(F) has infinite deficiency.
.1 ' '■ 111 1 ■ “" -r g -  -
Proof. Using Theorem 5.1 there is a Q-manifold Y containing 
Xxs such that Y\ (X x s) is a cap-set for Y . This means 
that there is a homeomorphism f of Y onto Y x I°° such that 
f(Xxs) = Yxs. Then f (F) is a Z- set in Y x s . By 
Lemma 5.7 we know that Cl(f(F)) (closure taken in Y x I°°) 
is a Z-set in Yx I°°. Thus there is a homeomorphism g of 
Y x I°° onto itself such that g(Yxs) = Yx s and 
7r oo ° g(Cl(f (F)) has infinite deficiency. We can write
s = s^x Sg, where si*s2 are c°Pies of s and g(cl(f(F))) 
is infinitely deficient in the s2 factor. Then the 
following diagram, with appropriate restrictions on the 
homeomorphisms involved, gives our desired homeomorphism.
X x s-£—> Y x s— £->Y x s = (Y x s1) x s2- ~ x-— X x s. □
CHAPTER VIII 
PRODUCT AND FACTOR THEOREMS
In this chapter we establish some product and factor 
theorems concerning cap-sets and f-d cap-sets in manifolds.
The first result we establish is a relationship 
between cap-sets and f-d cap-sets in F-manifolds. For its 
proof we will require two preliminary lemmas.
The first lemma gives sufficient conditions in order 
that a subset of l“ be a cap-set for I00. These conditions 
are also necessary, and in [6] Anderson used them for a 
definition of cap-set.
Lemma 8.1. Let Me l“ be a countable union of Z-sets in 
I°° which satisfies the property that for each e > 0 and 
each pair A,B of compact subsets of I00, with Ac B fl M ,
there is an embedding h:B->M such that h|A = id and
d(h,id) < e . Then M _is a cap-set for I00.
Proof. Let N be a cap-set for I°° and write N = ,
as in the definition. Then there is an embedding f^rN^ + M .
Since obviously has Property Z in I°° we can use
Lemma 2.1 of [14] to extend f^ to a homeomorphism g^ of
I00 onto itself.
Using the above properties of M we can inductively 
obtain a sequence of homeomorphisms of I00 onto
itself such that
(1) for each i > 0, g^o .. .og-^ (N^ ) c M,
(2) for each i > 0, gi+11 g^ . . .o g]^ (N±) = id, and
(3) for each i>l, d(g±, id)< min ((3~ \  (3~^ ) * U •• .o g-^  2"1))
Applying Convergence Procedure A we find that g = Ln^’_-^ gi 
gives a homeomorphism of I°° onto itself such that g(N)cM. 
Since g(N) is a cap-set for I°° it follows from Lemma 4.2 
that M is also. □
Lemma 8.2. For each n > 0 define
Mn = {x e I001 (x) = 0, for i > 2n-l and odd} .
Then M = U~_1Mn has the cap in I°°.
Proof. We will prove that M has the properties of Lemma 
8.1. Thus let A be a compact subset of M and let 
e>0 be given. It will clearly be sufficient to prove the 
existence of an embedding h:I°°-»M satisfying h|A = id and 
d(h,id) < e .
Let U be an open cover of I°°\A such that for 
elements U e U  , diam (U) "becomes small" as d(U,A) "becomes 
small". Then let fee a star-finite refinement of
U such that each is a basic open set in I°° and
assume that is ordered as in Convergence Procedure
B. Choose an odd integer m such that (s“_m22_i)2 <e .
We will construct h so that h does not affect the first 
m-1 coordinates of any point.
Using the simplified geometry of the basic open sets 
Ui , we can rotate coordinates in an obvious manner to obtain 
embeddings h^I00 -> I°° such that for each i>0, h.(U.)cM, 
h^ll^XU^ = id, and h^ does not affect the first m-1 
coordinates of any point. Each point x of I°° is moved only 
a finite number of times in the sequence
h-j^ x), h2oh1(x), h^ohgoh^x), .. . . Thus h(x)= limh^o ...oh^ x)
defines an embedding I°° into M such that h|A = id and 
d(h,id) < e . □
Theorem 8.1. Let X be _an F-manifold and let M cX  ]De 
an f-d cap-set for X . Then M x I°° _is a. cap-set for
_ r T-00X X I .
Proof. We will use Theorem 6.5 by showing that if U is 
an open subset of X which is homeomorphic to s , then 
(MD U) x I°° has the cap in U x I°°.
We know that there is a homeomorphism f of U onto s 
satisfying f(MO s) = a » Thus it will suffice to prove that 
a x I°° has the cap in s x I°° . Let I^ = nfl^|i odd} and 
l“ = Itflji even}. Let A be the set of all elements of 
l“ having at most finitely many non-zero coordinates. Using 
Lemma 4.2 we know that A has the f-d cap in 1^. Lemma 8.2
shows that Ax Ig has the cap in i” x Ig. There is a 
homeomorphism g of l“ onto itself such that g(A) = , where
a1 is the set of all points in s1 =II(I°|i odd) having
at most finitely many non-zero coordinates. Thus x I2
00 00 00 
has the cap in 1^ x I2 and hence in s.^ x I2. This is what
we wished to prove. □
Corollary 8.1. Let X he an F-manifold, let M c X  be
^n f-d cap-set for X, and let NcX be _a cap-set for X .
00
Then M x I _is homeomorphic to N .
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorems 6.1 and 
8.1. □
We know from Theorem 2.8 that given any F-manifold X , 
there is a countable locally-finite simplicial complex K 
such that X is homeomorphic to J K| x s . We use this in 
our next theorem.
Theorem 8.2. Let X be an F-manifold and let K be _a 
complex as above. If McX _is _a cap-set (or f-d cap-set) 
for X , then M jU; homeomorphic to |K| x S (or |K| x a) .
Proof. All that we need to do is prove that |k | x a has 
the f-d cap in |K| x s , since the proof that |k | x S has 
the cap in |k | x s is easy and resembles the proof of 
Lemma 5•6.
Write |Kj = u”=1|Kn|, where is a finite
complex contained in the interior of anc* write
a = U*_jM so as to satisfy the definition of an f-d cap-set 
for s . We will show that the representation 
|K |  xa = ( l K n l satisfies the definition for
1*1 XC to have the f-d cap in |k | x s . To this end let
m > 0  be an integer, let F be a finite-dimensional compact 
subset of |K| XS, and let e > 0 be given.
If C is any compact subset of s , then there is a 
homeomorphism of s onto sx [0,1) taking C into sx {0}.
This means that there is an isotopy G:sxl**s such that
Gq = id, d(x,G^ (x)) < e/3> for all t e l  and xes, and
Gt(s) n \  = & * for a11  ^•>0 * For eacil x e F  define
f(x) = Gt o irs(x), where t = d(x, IkJ  xMj/(l+d(x, 1Kj x^)).
Then f:F-*s is a continuous function such that 
d(f,lrs) < e/3 and f (I\(|kJ x Mj) n = 0.
In [9] it is shown that if X is any F-manifold, A
is a topologically complete separable metric space, U is 
an open cover of X , and g:A->X is a continuous function, 
then there is an embedding g:A-*X such that g is 
U-close to g (i.e. for each aeA there exists an element 
of U containing both g(a) and g(a) ). If we let
X = sXW^ and choose an appropriate cover of X, then we can
use this result to obtain a continuous function 7:F-»s 
such that 7||Kj x ^  = irs||Km | x 7'|P\(|Km | x is an
embedding, and d(f,f) < e/3 .
Note that f(F) is a finite-dimensional compact subset
of s . Thus there exists an integer n > 0 and an embedding
g:f(P) -»Mn such that g|f(F)nMm = id and d(g,id)<€/3 .
Now let n' > n be an integer such that X . (F)c |K /1 .
' * ~
Define h:F->|K ,|xM , by h(x) = (ir. , (x), gof(x)), for all
n n | KI
xeF . Then h is an embedding, h|FH (|Km | xM^) = id, and
d(h,id) < e , as we wanted. □
Corollary 8.2. Let X be an F or Q-manifold, let 
McX have the f-d cap, and let NcX have the cap. Then 
X, M, and N are all of the same homotopy type.
Proof. For X an F-manifold the proof follows from
Theorem 8.2. If X is a Q-manifold we have already shown 
that N is homeomorphic to XxB(I°°), and hence has the 
same homotopy type as X . Using Corollary 5»1 we find that 
M has the same homotopy type as N . □
Corollary 8.3* Let X be a. Q-manifold and let M C X  have
the (f-d) cap. Then X\M i_s an F-manifold of the same 
homotopy type as X .
Proof. If N is an (f-d) cap-set for X\M, then Corollary 
8.2 implies that N and X\M have the same homotopy type. 
From Theorem 6.2 it follows that N is homeomorphic to M, 
and from Corollary 8.2 it follows that M and X have the 
same homotopy type. □
From Theorem 2.5 we know that if K is any countable 
locally-finite simplicial complex, then Jk J x s is an 
F-manifold. We use this to prove a corresponding property 
for or and E-manifolds.
Corollary 8.4. Lf K is any countable locally-finite 
simplicial complex, then |k| x a is a q-manifold and 
1*1 x E jls a E-manifold.
Proof. From Theorem 8.2 we know that |k| x a is an f-d 
cap-set for |k| x s and |k| x E is a cap-set for |K| x s . 
Then Lemma 5«^ implies that |k| x a is a q-manifold and 
|KJ x E is a E-manifold. □
We can easily establish some factor theorems for 
(f-d) cap-sets in F-manifolds.
Theorem 8.3» Let X be jm F-manifold, let M be _an f-d 
cap-set for X , and let In _be any n-cell. Then M,M x q , 
and M x In are all homeomorphic.
Proof. Using Theorem 6,8 it follows that Mxq is an 
f-d cap-set for X x s . This implies that M and M x q  
are homeomorphic.
Since X and X x I°° are homeomorphic it follows that 
X and X x In are also homeomorphic. Thus to show that M 
and M x In are homeomorphic all we have to do is prove that 
Mx In is an f-d cap-set for Xx In . Using Theorem 6.5 it
is clearly sufficient to prove that if U is any open subset 
of X which is homeomorphic to s , then (MflU) x In is 
an f-d cap-set for U x I n . Thus the problem reduces to the 
following: Show that ax In is an f-d cap-set for sx In ,
Let s-^ = n{I°| i>n) and cr^ = {x e s-jjx has at most 
finitely many non-zero coordinates}. Then Lemma 4.2 
implies o^xl" is an f-d cap-set for I°° = 1^ x In , where
l“ = n{Ii|i> n}. Thus x In is an f-d cap-set for 
s  ^x Iny which is what we wished to prove. □
Corollary 8.5. Let X be sin F-manifold and let M be a
cap-set for X . Then M, MxE, and M x I°° are all 
homeomorphic.
Proof. It follows from Corollary 8.1 that M is homeo­
morphic to N x I00, where N is an f-d cap-set for X . Thus 
M and M x i” are homeomorphic. It then follows that E 
and a x I°° are homeomorphic. Thus (with "~" meaning 
"is homeomorphic to")
CHAPTER IX 
PERMUTING SETS WHICH HAVE THE (f-d) CAP
In this chapter we obtain some results on permuting 
(f-d) cap-sets in F and Q-manifolds.
The following result is a generalization of Lemma 4.3* 
Since its proof is similar, except that we are handling 
several subsets of I°° having the (f-d) cap at one time, we 
omit its proof.
Lemma 9*1* Let (n Inlte or 00) be collection
of disjoint subsets of I°° which have the (f-d) cap in I00 
and let b® ii collection of disjoint subsets of I00
which have the (f-d) cap in I°°. JEf Kc B(I00)\[U^ _-j_(M^  U N^) ] 
is compact, then there is _a homeomorphism h _of I°° onto 
itself such that h|K = id and h(M^) =Ni, for all i . If 
U1? (M, U N . ) c s , then we may additionally require that h
1 “ X  1  1  1
be a_ p *-homeomorphism.
We can easily apply the techniques of Chapter 6 to 
prove the following theorem.
Theorem 9*1- Let (n finite or °o) _be _a collection
of disjoint subsets of an F or Q-manifold X which have 
the (f-d) cap in X and let b® a. collection of
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disjoint subsets of X which have the (f-d) cap in X . Then, 
there is a. homeomorphism h of X onto itself such that 
h(M^) = N^, for all i .
In our next theorem we prove that any finite collection 
of n. disjoint (f-d) cap-sets for an F or Q-manifold can 
permuted with a period n homeomorphism.
Theorem 9.2. Let (M^}n n be a finite collection of  iJn=l ------------------------
disjoint subsets of an F _or Q-manifold X , with each
having the (f-d) cap in X . Then there is a period n
homeomorphism h of X onto itself such that h(M^) = ^ + 1* for
1 < i < n - 1 , and h(Mfi) = .
Proof. We only treat the case in which X is an F-manifold
and each is a cap set for X . The other cases are
similar.
L e t  { [ a i , b i ] x a  c o l l e c t i o n  o f
d i s j o i n t  r e c t a n g l e s  i n  (-1,1) x (-1,1) a n d  l e t  f  b e  a  
h o m e o m o r p h i s m  o f  (-1,1) x (-1,1) o n t o  i t s e l f  o f  p e r i o d  n  
s u c h  t h a t  f ( [ a i , b ± ] x [ c ± , d ± ] ) = [ a i + 1 , b i + 1 ] x [ c i + 1 , d i + 1 l , 
f o r  l < i < n - l ,  a n d  f  ([ a n  , b n ] x [ c n , d fi ]) =  [ a - ^ b - J  x [ c - ^  d - J  . 
F o r  l < i < n  l e t  CL b e  t h e  s u b s e t  o f  s w h i c h  c o n s i s t s  
o f  a l l  p o i n t s  x e  s s u c h  t h a t  t ^ ( x )  e [ a ^ b ^ ] ,  t 2 ( x )  e [ c ^ d . j ] ,  
a n d  t j ( x ) e [ - g ,  \  ], f o r  a l l  j > 2 .
For l<i<n. let be the basic core set in s
nstructured over C^. Then a collection of
disjoint cap-sets for s . Let g he the homeomorphism of
s onto itself such that 2}°g(x) ~ f (T {1 2}(x)) and
t .og(x) = t • (x) i for j>2 . Then g is a homeomorphism of 
J J
s onto itself of period n such that g(N^) = Nj_+]_ * for 
1< i < n-1, and g(Nn) = .
Now let M he a cap-set for X and use Theorem 6.8
to conclude that (MxN.}^=1 is a collection of disjoint
cap-sets for X x s . Also id x g:X x s -» X x s gives a 
homeomorphism of period n which permutes the collection 
{MxN^)^_1 . Since X is homeomorphic to Xx s this 
means that there is a collection of disjoint cap-
sets for X and a period n homeomorphism h' of X onto
itself which permutes (N')!?_^ .
Using Theorem 9-1 there is a homeomorphism cp of X onto 
itself such that cp(Mi) = N^ * for l < i < n  . Then 
h = c p - 1 o  h'o cp satisfies our required properties. □
Using similar devices we can also permute a countahly 
infinite collection of disjoint (f-d) cap-sets for an F or 
Q-manifold.
Theorem 9*3. Let he _a collection of disjoint
subsets of an F or Q-manifold X , each having the
(f-d) cap in X . Then there is a. homeomorphism h of X 
onto itself such that h(M^) = for all i .
Proof. Once more we only treat the case in which X is an 
F-manifold and each Mi is a cap-set for X .
Let ftai,l3i^i-i a c°llec‘ti°n of disjoint sub-
intervels of (-1,1) such that b^ < ai+1-’ for all i, and
let f be a homeomorphism of (-1,1) onto itself such that
f([ai,bi]) = for a11 1 • For each i let
be the subset of s consisting of all points x € s for which
1 1
t1(x ) e [ai,b1] and Tj(x)€[-"2* 2^  for a11 As in
Theorem 9-2 let be the basic core set in s structured
over Ch . It is now clear that we can use techniques like 
those used in the proof of Theorem 9-2 to complete the proof 
of this theorem. □
CHAPTER X
OPEN EMBEDDING THEOREMS FOR a AND E-MANIFOLDS
The main result of this chapter is Theorem 10.3 in 
which we prove that any a (or E)-manifold can be embedded 
as an open subset of a (or E). Our proof makes use of 
Henderson's open embedding theorem for F-manifolds (Theorem 
2.3). Our strategy is to first embed the a (or E)-manifold 
as an f-d cap (or cap)-set for an F-manifold (Theorem 10.2), 
and then apply Henderson's result.
In this and the next section we will need the follow­
ing well-known result which is due to Lavrientiev (see 
[17], p. 235).
Theorem 10.1. Each homeomorphism between subspaces A and
B _of topologically complete metric spaces X and Y
respectively, can be extended to a. homeomorphism between
G.-subsets of X and Y . o -------  —  ---
The following result gives a technique for finding
F-manifolds in topologically complete metric spaces. We
will also use this in the next section.
Lemma 10.1. Let X be an F-manifold, let M be an (f-d) 
cap-set for X , let Y be a^ topologically complete metric
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space, and let h:M-» Y be _an embedding. Then there is a. 
copy X 7 of X such that h(M)cX'cY and h(M) is an 
(f-d) cap-set for X 7.
Proof. Using Theorem 10.1 we can extend h to a homeo- 
morphism H:X77 -» H(X77), where X" and H(X ") are Gg-sets . 
Using Lemma 5*8 we find that X\X7/ = U”=1F^ , where each
F^ is a Z-set in X . Using Theorem 1 of [5] there is a 
homeomorphism h of X onto X 7/ . Then X 77 is a copy of X 
and it is obvious that M is an (f-d) cap-set for X 77 . We 
set X 7 =H(X77) and note that h(M) is an (f-d) cap-set 
for X 7 . □
We are now ready for the major step in establishing 
our open embedding theorems. This will also be used in the 
next section.
Theorem 10.2. JEf X _is _a a (or E)-manifold, then there 
is an F-manifold Y and an embedding h:X -> Y such that
h(X) jls jan f-d cap (or cap)-set for Y .
Proof. Let 136 an °Peri cover of X such that
each U^ is homeomorphic to an open subset of a (or E) . 
Without loss of generality assume that XcZ, where Z is a 
topologically complete separable metric space. For each 
i > 0 let be an open subset of Z such that
n X =U^ and let G^ be an open subset of s such that
PI a (or G^ fl E) is homeomorphic to U^ . Then
Gi 0 a (or G^HE) is an f-d cap (or cap)-set for G.^ , and 
making use of Lemma 10.1 there is an embedding hj_: 
such that ^ c h ^ G . )  and is an f-d cap (or cap)-set
for h^(G^).
We note that each a topologically complete
metric space and hence it must be a Gfi in VN . Thus for 
each i>0 we have V.\h. (G. ) = , with A*? closed
i. X  1 J JL i. J.
in Z . We also note that for each i and n. , A? 0 X = 0 .
This means that A?Tlh.(G.) is a Z-set in h-(G.)* for all
1  J J J J
n , i, and j . Now put G^ = hi (Gi^^i=i^n=lAi * and from 
Theorem 1 of [5] we know that each G^ is homeomorphic to
hi(Gi). It is also true that each UN is an f-d cap (or
cap)-set for G? .
We note that for each j > 0, V. 0 (U?_-,G.') = G'. . This
«J -L J - J -  {J
means that Y = U^=1Gf is an F-manifold. Since -X has the 
f-d cap (or cap) locally in Y f we find that X is an
f-d cap (or cap)-set for Y . □
We can also prove a corresponding property for 
Q-manifolds.
Corollary 10.1. if X _is a o (or E)-manifold, then there 
is _a Q-manifold Y and an embedding h :X -» Y such that 
h(X) is an f-d cap (or cap)-set for Y .
Proof. Let Z be an F-manifold and let f:X-*Z be an
embedding such that f(X) is an f-d cap (or cap)-set for Z .
Using Theorem 5*1 there is a Q-manifold Y and an embedding 
g:Z-*Y such that Y\g(Z) is a cap-set for Y . Then 
Theorem 6.3 implies that gof(X) is an f-d cap (or cap)-set 
for Y . □
We can easily use Theorem 10.2 to classify a and 
E-manifolds according to homotopy type.
Corollary 10.2. JEf X and Y are both q-manifolds (or 
both E-manifolds) and are of the same homotopy type, then 
they are homeomorphic.
Proof. Using Theorem 10.2 there are F-manifolds X', Y' 
and embeddings f:X->x' , g:Y->Y' such that f(X) is an 
f-d cap (or cap)-set for X' and g(Y) is an f-d cap 
(or cap)-set for Y' . Since X and Y have the same 
homotopy type, it follows from Corollary 8.2 that X' and Y' 
have the same homotopy type. Using Theorem 2.1 we have X 7 
homeomorphic to Y'. Then Theorem 6.1 implies that f(X) is 
homeomorphic to g(Y). □
We can also use these techniques to sharpen Corollary
8.1.
Corollary 10.3. Let X be a. q-manifold and let Y b£ a 
E-manifold of the same homotopy type. Then X x I°° and Y 
are homeomorphic.
Proof. Using the techniques of the proof of Corollary 10.2
there is an F-manifold Z and embeddings f:X-*Z, g:Y-*Z 
such that f(X) is an f-d cap-set for Z and g(Y) is a 
cap-set for Z . Then Corollary 8.1 implies that f (X) x I°° 
and g(Y) are homeomorphic. □
Finally we sharpen Theorem 8.2.
Corollary 10.4. Let X be a o (or S)-manifold. Then 
there is _a locally-finite simplicial complex K such that
X jls homeomorphic to |K| x a (or |K| x E).
Proof. This is an immediate application of Theorem 10.2. □
We now use Theorem 10.2 to establish open embedding 
theorems for ct and E-manifolds.
Theorem 10.3. Let X be a. a (or E)-manifold. Then X
can be embedded as an open subset of ct (or E).
Proof. Using Theorem 10.2 there is an embedding h:X-»Y, 
where Y is an F-manifold and h(X) is an f-d cap (or cap)- 
set for Y . Using Henderson's open embedding theorem there 
is an open embedding g:Y-*s . Then goh(X) is an f-d 
cap (or cap)-set for g(Y), which is an open subset of s . 
Also g(Y) H ct (or g(Y) fl E) is an open subset of ct (or E) 
and has the f-d cap (or cap) in g(Y). By Theorem 6.1 we 
have goh(X) and g(Y) fl ct (or g(Y) H E) homeomorphic, which 
is what we wished to prove. □
CHAPTER XI
EXTENDING HOMEOMORPHISMS IN' a AND E-MANIFOLDS
The main result of this chapter is Theorem 11.1 in which 
we establish a homeomorphism extension theorem for a and 
E-manifolds. Our strategy is to use techniques similar to 
those used in Chapter X to transfer the problem to an 
F-manifold and then apply Theorem 2.24.
We will need a number of preliminary results. The 
first two of these follow routinely from a close examination 
of Lavrientiev's theorem on page 335 of [17].
Lemma 11.1. Let X be ji topological space, let Y be a^ 
topologically complete metric space, and let f: A -» Y _be ja 
continuous function, where AcX . Then there is _a Gg-subset 
B _of X such that Ac Be A and an extension of f to a 
continuous function g:B-*Y.
Lemma 11.2. Let X and Y be topologically complete 
metric spaces, let A be a subset of X , and let f: A -* Y 
be an embedding. _If B _is at Gfi-subset of X and g:B -» Y 
is _a continuous extension of f , then there is a G&-subset 
B/ x such that A c B' c A and g|B7 is an embedding.
Our next result is implied by the proof of Theorem 2.4
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of [1], although it does not appear there explicitly.
Lemma 11.3 • Let X he a. topologically complete metric
space and let A be _a subset of X which is not
topologically complete. Let Y be a compact metric space 
and let F be ain F^- subset of (X x Y)\ (A x Y) . Then 
ttx (F) is _an Fg-subset of X .
We now combine these results to show that we can extend 
homotopies.
Lemma 11.4. Let X be a topologically complete metric
space and jet A be a subset of X . Let h:AxI->Y, where
Y _is a topologically complete metric space, be a homotopy 
such that h|A x {0} and h|A x {1} are embeddings. Then 
there is a G&-subset B of X such that A c B c A  and an 
extension of h to a homotopy H:B x I Y such that 
H|B x (0) and H|Bx {1} are embeddings.
Proof. If A is topologically complete there is nothing 
to prove. Thus assume that A is not topologically 
complete. Using Lemma 11.1 there is a G^-subset C of X x I 
such that AxIcCcCjfc(AxI) (closure taken in X x I) and 
an extension of h to a continuous function f:C-»Y. Using 
Lemma 11.3 we find that irx ((Xxl)\C) = D is an Fa-subset 
of X . Then B^ = X\D is a Gfi-subset of X such that 
B^xIcC, which means that g = f |B1 x I is an extension of 
h .
Applying Lemma 11.2 to g|B-^  x {0) and g | x  (1} we 
find that there are Gg-subsets Bg and B^ of X such that 
A c B g C B p  Ac B^c B^j g| Bg x {0) is an embedding, and 
g|B^X f0) is an embedding. Then put B = Bg H B^ and 
H = g|B x I to fulfill the conditions of the lemma. □
If we examine the proof of Lemma 11.4 we can easily 
sharpen it.
Corollary 11.1. Using the notation of Lemma 11.4 let U 
be an open cover of Y such that for each x e A, h({x}xl) 
is contained in some member of U . Then we can construct 
H so that for each x e B, H(fx)xl) is contained in some 
member of St(li).
We are now ready to prove our main result.
Theorem 11.1. Let X be a S (or c) manifold, let U be 
an open cover of X , let A be _a separable metric space,
and let f:Ax I-»X i* homotopy such that f | A x {0} and
f|Ax (1} are embeddings, f(Ax [0}) and f(Ax {1)) are
Z-sets in X and for each x e A, f((x)xl) is contained
in some member of U . Then the induced homeomorphism of 
f(A x (0)) onto f(A x (1}) can be extended to a homeomorphism 
of X onto itself which is limited by St2®(li) .
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that XcY, where 
Y is an F-manifold and X is an (f-d) cap-set for Y .
Moreover we can assume that for each U e U, there is an
open subset Vy of Y such that VyD X = U and Y = U (Vy|Ueli}.
Let Z be a topologically complete metric space 
containing A and use Lemma 11.4 to get a Gfi-subset B of 
Z such that Ac Be A and an extension of f to a homotopy 
f-^:BxI-*Y such that f-jBx (0} and f-jBx {1) are 
embeddings. Using Corollary 11.1 we can additionally assume 
that for each xeB, f]_({x} x I) is contained in some member 
of St(y), where If =  { V y | u  e li) .
Now put F^ = Cl(f(A X {0))) and Fg = Cl(f(Ax (1))), -
where the closure is taken in Y, and note that Lemma 5*10 
implies that F1 and Fg are Z-sets in Y .
Since Y x B(I°°) is a cap-set for Y x 1°°, there is a 
homeomorphism h^:Y-* Yx I°° such that h-^ (X) = Y x B(I°°) .
Using Theorem 7.2 there is a homeomorphism hg:Y x I°° -» Y x I°° 
such that V ^ hgoh^(F^U Fg) has infinite deficiency and 
h2(YxB(I°°)) = YxB(I°°). It is obvious that by adjusting 
one of the coordinates in which tt ^ hgo h^ (F^  U Fg) is
deficient we can get a homeomorphism h^:Y x I°° -* Y x I°° such
that h3oh2oh1(F1 U F2)nh2oh1(F1 U F2) = (YxB(l°°))= YxB(I°°),
and h^ is limited by hgoh^^). Then h= (h2 h^- oh^ohgoh.^ 
is a homeomorphism of Y onto itself such that
h(X) = X, h(F2) fl F^ = 0 , and h is limited by .
Using the construction of h^ we can easily get a
homotopy F:Yx I-* Y such that for each x e Y, F(x,0) =x,
F(x,l) = h(x), and F((x) x I) is contained in some member
of V. We can clearly use F to modify f^ to a homotopy 
f2:Bx I-*Y such that f2|Bx {0}=f1|Bx (0),f2|Bx f 1} = 
hof^|Bx (1), and for each x e B, f2((x) xl) is contained
O
in some member of St (ir).
Now let g^ be a homeomorphism of Y onto Y x I°° such
that 7r h(F2)) has infinite deficiency. Without
loss of generality we may assume that t o^ Trooog^(F^Uh(F^)) = {0) .
Now apply Theorem 2.24 to obtain a homeomorphism g2 of 
Y x I°° onto itself such that t -^o ^  oo°g2og1(F1 U h(F2)) = (-1}.
Using this fact we can easily get a homotopy G:Y x I •+Y 
such that for each x e Y  and te (0,1], g(x,0) = x,
G(x,t) 4 F^U h(F2), and g({x] x I) is contained in some
member of Tr . We can obviously use G to modify f2 to 
a homotopy f^iBx I-> Y such that f^|Bx {0} = f^Bx [0], 
f 31B x (1) = hofjBx (1), f3(Bx (0,1)) PI (Fx Uh(F2)) = 0 , 
and for each xe B, f3({x) xI) is contained in some member 
of St3(Tr).
Put = f3 (Bx (0)), which is a G&-subset of F^ , 
and C2 = f3(B x {1)), which is a G^-subset of h(F2). Let 
F1^C1 = Un=lAn and h(F2)\C2 = u“=1Bn , where each An and 
each Bn is a closed subset of Y . It is then clear that
(UmoAi) n (Un=lBn) = ^ and for each n > 0 ' Ar)> Bn are
Z-sets in Y .
Let Y ' = 'A'J~_2_(An U B^), which is homeomorphic to
Y by Theorem 1 of [5l> aod let ^' = (V (1 Y'|V e rtr) . We
note that and C2 are now Z-sets in Y' and
f^(B x I) c Y'. If we let cp be the homeomorphism of 
onto C2 induced by f^ > then there is a homotopy
$ : x I -* Y such that for each xe C-^, i(x,0) = x,
§ (xj 1) = cp(x), and §({x) x I) is contained in some member
of st3 (r').
Define cp-^: C-^ U C2 -* U C2 by cp-jc^  = cp and 
cpi|c2 = Clearly there is a homotopy $^:(C^U C2) x I -» Y
such that for each x e U C2, $1(x,0) = x,$1(x,l) = cp1(x),
O
and §-^ ((x) x I) is contained in some member of St (Tf'). 
Moreover, we note that cp1((C1 U C2) n X) = (C-^ U C2) 0 X.
Since X\C^ U C2 is an (f-d) cap-set for Y', there
is a homeomorphism ^  of Y / onto itself such that
tli^ (X\(C1 U C2)) = X and ^  is limited by Ir* . Using
Theorem 2.24 there is a homeomorphism tjf2 of Y ' onto itself
which extends the homeomorphism ^ ocp-^ o ty"1: ^ (c.^ U C2)-»i1j1(C1UC2)
oh
and is limited by St {ir1)- Using Theorem 6.1 there is a 
homeomorphism ^  onto itself such that
^(♦gOO) = U C2) = id, and ^  is limited by
Tr' . Then = i|f^ ° ^ ^ i  a homeomorphism of Y' onto
itself such that ♦(X) = X, extends cp , and ijr is limited
by st2^ ' ) .
We note now that g - (bT^lx) (ty|x) is a homeomorphism 
of X onto itself which fulfills our requirements. □
By examing the proof of Theorem 11.1 we can state a 
stronger result.
Corollary 11.2. Let the hypotheses be as in Theorem 11.1. 
Then there is an F-manifold Z containing X and an open 
cover 1r of Z such that ( v n x | V e y ) = U  and for which 
the induced homeomorphism of f(A x f0)) onto f(A x (1}) 
can be extended to _a homeomorphism of Z onto itself which
pO
takes X onto itself and is limited by St (?r).
If we apply Theorem 11.1 to a or S we can easily 
obtain the following homeomorphism extension theorem, where 
the homotopy takes place along straight line segments joining 
each point to its image.
Corollary 11.3* Let X = a jor E, let and Kg be
Z-sets in X, let e > 0 be given, and let h _be a. homeo­
morphism of onto Kg such that d(h,id) < e . Then h
can be extended to ja homeomorphismH of X onto itself such 
that d(H,id) < 29e .
We remark that by exercising a bit more care the 
28estimate St (u) in Theorem 11.1 can be improved upon, how­
ever it does not seem worth the effort. In regard to 
Corollary 11.3 it is possible to give a proof independent
of Theorem 11.1 and obtain the estimate 2e , where Theorem 
11.1 would be replaced by the homeomorphism extension theorem 
announced by Barit [12],
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